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STATUE BASE EPIGRAMS IN HONOR OF A.RESTORER 
FROM EARLY BYZANTINE ATHENS 

ERKKI SIRONEN 

The present article is intended to serve as a reminder of the need for 
caution in restoring Greek stone epigrams without consideration for their 
date, genre and the kind of object on which the text was cut, and to recog
nize the danger of the first impression leading often to hasty restorations. 
Today the means of restoring right away from computer-based text corpora 

is available to an ever increasing number of philologists. But, especially in 
the field of three-dimensional philology, arguments for proposed resto
rations should always be tested within the frame of phrases possible in more 
genres than one before including restorations in the text itself. 

W ern er Peek, recognized by many scholars as the most ingenious 
epigraphist in restoring Greek metrical inscriptions, interpreted the 
inscription under study as funerary epigrams.! He failed to notice (maybe 
because he was working from a squeeze) that the inscription was cut on a 
statue base, more appropriate for honorary or dedicatory inscriptions. Peek 

1 W. Peek, "Epigramme von der Agora", in <l>OPOl:. Tribute to Benjamin Dean Meritt, 
ed. by D.W. Bradeen and M.F. McGregor, Locust Valley (N.Y.) 1974, 127, no. 9 (with a 
reconstructive drawing in fig. 3 on p. 128), photograph in plate XXIV, 1 (so far ignored 
by the SEG): 

[ £v 'tq.t£v£t 8£ 8cex<; cr't ]11cr£v io[ cr't£<pavou]. 

[pouA.n 'tau'to 8' £rrpa~£v ~] 'Apcioto [rc&yoto], 
[ rcaV'tCDV 1t£t80!1EV11 86 ]y!la<Jt Kc[ Kporcto&v]. 

[ tll'tilpa Kpa'tt1t1tOV EX£t 'tcX<p ]o<;, £cr8Aov [ aproyov] 
[av8p&crtv i)8£ yuvat~tv £v] acr't£[1:] 'trotO£ y£[y&'ta]. 

[aAAa !ltV ~EP!l£ta<; oi] apny[ova x]ctpa 'tt'tai[vrov] 
(£~ EVEpCDV avayot Kat arr]o x8ovo<; aD8t<; Ey£tpo(t]. 
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Agora I -5661 

(Photo courtesy of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens: Agora Excavations) 
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was not only mistaken in his reading of the extant letters but also provided 
rather imaginative restorations from his own special field, funerary poetry. 

He did not bother to establish any kind of date for the epigrams.2 

Agora 1-5661, found in the Agora Excavations conducted by the 
American School of Classical Studies at Athens. 3 It is a large fragment of an 
inscribed base of Pentelic marble, with a small portion of the smooth 
inscribed face (parts or traces of six lines in two different hands), part of the 
rough-picked top and bottom preserved, found in a modern context at the 
north foot of the Areopagus4 (P 22) on February 24, 1939. Three more 
joining fragments were found in a modern context in the same area on 
March 13 and 14, 1939. They constitute parts of the bottom of the 
monument, preserving the smooth inscribed face (parts or traces of four 
lines) with cyma reversa and flat torus moulding below, the rough-picked 
bottom, and the right side, around which the mouldings carry. They were 
glued together in June of 1948. 

Most of the inscribed face near the lower right edge is preserved, but 

2 I agree with Peek's observation that the poems may well be contemporaneous, but his 
argument, "sonst ware nach dem ersten Epigramm doch auch wohl gr6Berer 
Zwischenraum gelassen", is weak. During the Late Roman and Early Byzantine period 
(i.e., from the later third to the end of the sixth century) earlier texts were usually simply 
cut away. For conspicuous examples of this procedure in Attica, cf. E. Sironen, "Life and 
Administration of Late Roman Attica in the Light of Public Inscriptions", in Post
Herulian Athens. Aspects of Life and Culture in Athens A.D. 267-529 (Papers and 
Monographs of the Finnish Institute at Athens I), ed. by P. Castren, Helsinki 1994, 31, 
no. 15 and 51, no. 32: traces of letters from earlier texts are still visible. Another 
procedure was to use one of the other sides of the base, cf. ibid. 26-27, no. 11 and 46, no. 
29. In view of these observations it is likely that the epigrams were contemporaneous. 

3 I am indebted to John McK. Camp, Field Director of the Agora Excavations, for 
inviting me in November 1994 to carry out a systematic search for Late Roman and Early 
Byzantine inscriptions from the Agora, published or not. I thank Homer Thompson and 
John McK. Camp for granting permission to publish the identified pieces. Furthermore, I 
wish to thank Judith Binder, Julia Burman, Paavo Castren, Jaakko Frosen, Arja Karivieri, 
Heikki Solin and Homer Thompson for their helpful comments on earlier drafts of this 
paper, and Eric Ivison for his help at the 21st Annual Byzantine Studies Conference in 
New York City, where I read a shortened version of this paper, thus gaining a few useful 
comments by James Crow and Kenneth Holum, among others. 

4 As Homer Thompson suggested to me (in a letter of September 1995), the piece may be 
assumed to have been erected in some very public place, perhaps on the Acropolis: a fair 
number of fragmentary inscriptions, which undoubtedly stood on the Acropolis, have 
been found on the north slope of the Acropolis and Areopagus. 
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on the left more than two thirds of the eight lines is lost. Overall 
measurements: H. 0.685; preserved W. 0.44 (estimated W. 0.75); preserved 
T. 0.80. LH. (A.) 0.02-0.025 and (B.) 0.016-0.033; interlinear space (A.) 
0.008-0.015 and (B.) 0.006-0.023. 

A. 
[ vacat] 

[-uu-uu-w-w] trace of a letter [ uu-x] 
[? -uu-w-?at]fla£v IQ[uu-?] 

[-uu-w-uu av]~p£t0l0 [u-x] 
[?-uu-w- ?£p]y~aat K£[Kpo1ttflv?] 

B. 

[-uu-uu-uu-]~I £a8~?~ [u-x] 5 
[ -w-w-uu] a<?~£[1] t&tO£ y£e[flp£v?] 

[-uu-uu-u] apfly[6]v[a x]ctpa ttta{v[rov?] 

[ -uu-w-u an]o x8o[v jo<; a-68t<; EYElp~[v ?] 
vac at 

Above line 1: if the top moulding was as high as the preserved one at bottom (0.14), the 
original height of the inscribed face would have measured around 0.405. Since 0.306 of 

its lower part is preserved, it would follow that about 0.099 from the topmost inscribed 
face would be missing. Because the average line height in epigram A. is 0.034, the space 
available at the top would allow for one, but obviously not more than two more verses to 

be restored above line 2. The uninscribed space of 0.06 m at the bottom may have been 
balanced with a roughly equal vacat at top. My restoration with not more than eight lines 
is based on presuming balances of uninscribed areas at the top and bottom and the 

number of verses in the epigrams, rather than on being totally positive that epigram A 
must have been in regular distichs. Because we cannot ascertain the meter of epigram A 
other than being dactylic, the number of lines to be restored should maybe better be left 

open. Line 1: nothing more than a trace of a horizontal stroke is preserved at the bottom 
of the line. Line 2: the last surviving letter is open at top, so it must be omega, not 
omikron. At the beginning I suspect a finite aorist form. If the line were certainly in 

hexameter, it would be tempting to see the beginning of a name at the end, and to restore 

'Iro[ &vvou] on the strength of the frequency of the name in this period; if the sentence 
continued into the next line, the nominative or the accusative case would seem less 

plausible. Line 3: the stone is broken below the oblique stroke at the beginning of the 
line. The only other alternative in addition to my proposal [ av ]~pctOlO, viz. 
[8ev J?petoto, would be as implausible as Peek's conjecture. At the end, I would like to 
suggest a conjecture with [9' unapxou], providing the hypothetical 'Iro[&vvou] with a 
position. Line 4: the first letter could also be tau since everything to the left of the 
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vertical stroke is lost. I would prefer to restore [ep ]yJ.t<l<Jt Kc[ Kponi11v] instead of 

[86]yJ.tcxcrt Kc[Kpont8&v]; for the numerous examples of mythical periphrases in Attic 

Late Roman/Early Byzantine honorary epigrams, see footnote 8 below. Line 5: at left 

only the right edge of a lunar stroke is visible, making omikron and omega equally 

possible; of the last three dotted letters, four traces only from their lowermost parts 

survive: two oblique strokes slanting towards each other, a lunar stroke, and near it a tip 

of a vertical stroke. Line 6: the upper parts of the second and third letters have been lost; 

the trace of an overlong vertical stroke at the right edge represents either iota or, more 

probably, rho (upsilon is impossible due to small space on the left); after this there is no 

sure trace of any letter. I restore the ending of yEpaipro, in view of the·end of line 8, in 

the third person singular. Line 7: there is a trace of a top part of a vertical stroke just 

above the damaged four letters; the last two traces in this line are two lower tips of 

vertical strokes. I restore the participle, because an accompanying action with a non-finite 

ending was probably included in this verse. Line 8: no trace of nu exists; of the last 

surviving letter only the lower left part of a lunar stroke is preserved; it is impossible to 

know whether a cross, certainly possible at such a late date, decorated the end of the text. 

Room enough for a final nu or a cross was originally available. 

A.:" --- set up the statue (?) of (?) --- of the courageous (?) --- Athens 

(?) with (building) works (?)" 

B.:" --- the noble --- he (?) gave as a reward to this city --- stretching 

(?) out his helping hand --- he (?) rqised up, once again, from the ground" 

I propose a date from the later fifth century to the sixth century, possi
bly between the Vandalic raid of A.D. 457/67 and the reign of Justinian. 

Sometimes Early Byzantine epigrams were cut in a series of poems on 
a single object. 5 In our case, however, the lettering of lines 2-4 is also 
completely different from that of lines 5-8. The latter script, forming the 
second epigram, could be as late as the sixth century: note especially theta 
with the overlong cross bar. 6 The cutter of the first epigram clearly did not 

5 See the examples given in L. Robert, Epigrammes du Bas-Empire ( 1948), 81-82, and 
especially the comparison of two different scripts in the epigrams from the Heraeum of 
Samos, ibid. 58. Add to these e.g. ibid. 5 (Aegina), 22-23 (= Sironen (1994), 31, no. 15); 
Sironen (1994), 32, no. 16; and C. Roueche, Aphrodisias in Late Antiquity: the Late 
Roman and Byzantine Inscriptions including Texts from the Excavations Conducted by 
Kenan T. Erim, (JRS Monographs 5, 1989), no. 53. 

6 See ibid. nos. 54, 89, 97, and 100, all basically public texts from late fifth or sixth 
century Aphrodisias, capital of Caria. SEG XXXVIII 530-533, four separate epigrams in 
more or less mixed meter honoring Justinian's subordinate Victorinus for building the 
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cut his letters as deeply as his colleague, and his work emulates the style of 
earlier centuries, although alpha with a lightly dropped bar and sigma with 
four strokes appear in Attica as late as the last years of the fourth century. 7 

Attention may be called to the fluctuation in lines 2 and 3; neither is the 
sigma in line 4 identical with the one two lines above it. The work in the 
second epigram is much more self-assured, and the cutter seems to be more 
at home with his script, possibly cut after a model written in literary hand
writing. 

With support from phrases found in this genre, identified in verses 5-
8, the very scanty remains of the first epigram seem to suggest that a statue 
was possibly erected (line 2) to - rather than by - a man (possibly named 
John), who could be the obviously courageous one referred to in line 3. If 
this is right, either the reason 8 or the authorization for erecting the statue 
was probably mentioned in the last verse. 

The second epigram, with many intact words and no need for con
jectural restorations, is certainly in hexameters. In line 5 the man honored is 
possibly praised with the generally positive epithet £cr8~?:'. 9 In line 6 the 

walls of the Illyrian town of Byllis (in modern Albania) share this feature whenever theta 
is present. For Thessalonica, see D. Feissel, Recueil des inscriptions chretiennes du IIIe 
au VIe siecle (1983), nos. 131,133, and 135, unfortunately all of them Early Christian 
epitaphs, but certainly dated to the early sixth century. Lacking other Early Byzantine 
corpora furnished with photographs and in the dearth of any texts from adjacent areas 
with certain sixth century dates, it is laborious to find comparable letterings. As far as 
Attica and Corinth are concerned, similar thetas appear only in some of the numerous 
Early Christian epitaphs, i.e. from the fourth to sixth centuries. To my knowledge, the 
only example of theta with an overlong horizontal stroke in an inscription from the 
province of Achaea allegedly predating A.D. 400 is IG V, 2, no. 153, restudied by D. 
Feissel and A. Philippidis-Braat, "Inventaires en vue d'un recueil des inscriptions histo
riques de Byzance. III. Inscriptions du Peloponnese", in T&MByz 9 (1985), 292-293, no. 
32, and illustrated there in plate V, 1. In view of its alpha, beta, and mu, however, I 
would be inclined to propose a date in the later fifth century for the piece. 

7 Cf. Sironen (1994), 42, no. 26 and 41, no. 25, respectively. 

8 In disagreement with Peek I suspect that at the beginning of this concluding verse of 
the first epigram the work done for Athens was likely to have been mentioned. For epyov 
and its metrical variant epyJ.!a in general, see Robert (1948), 12, footnote 1, and ibid. 5 
(1t£ptKaAA£a epya ), 61 ( 'tts 'tOO'OV epyov E't£U~£;), 63 (9ecrK£Aa epya ), 65 ( op~<; 'tO 
epyov i,AtKOV), 112 ( e~oxov epyov ), and 87-89 (KA£tVOts epyJ.!CX.O'tV). The restoration 
K£Kpo1tt11V is paralleled, among others, by Sironen (1994), 17, no. 1, line 9; 31, no. 15, 
line 2; 33, no. 17, line 3 (the only one not at the end of a pentameter); 48, no. 30, line 2; 
51, no. 32, line 4. Cf. also IG IIJIII2

, no. 4008, line 3. 

9 See £cr9A-os unapxo[s] in CIG, no. 8614, and £cr9A-ot i,y£J.!OV£s in Robert (1948), 17-18, 
footnote 2; cf. also ibid. 24, footnote 3 and 94, footnote 6. Despite the first parallel I 
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perception of the last word as yEpaipro is crucial for the new interpretation. 

What else than giving a reward could be the issue that the honored man did 

for the city, "stretching out his helping hand"? 10 The last line is essential for 

the interpretation of the whole: the verb eyEipro is often used in connection 

with building works.11 The phraseology in lines 5-8 is commonplace in 

Early Byzantine honorary epigrams, and makes a case for interpreting the 

first epigram built around a similar idea. 

It remains to speculate on what might have been rebuilt, and then to 

ponder who could have been the benefactor. The words ai;8t~12 &no 
x8ovo~ 13 eyEtpEv evidently refer to a public construction, either destroyed or 

fallen into ruin. It is not totally out of the question that the whole city or a 

part of it is being referred to, 14 but I would argue in favor of the circuit wall 

rather than of other possible reconstructions: between the third and sixth 

centuries a double set of defensive walls (an inner and an outer) were built 

or restored repeatedly, and on two occasions we are informed of this in three 

commemorative dactylic epigrams.15 

would rather refrain from conjecturing [unapxov] also here as being too hypothetical and 
repetitive, if taken with my conjecture [8'unapxou] at the end of line 3; cf. the critical 
apparatus above. 

10 Cf. AP 1.29, 3: Xptcr'to<; ... &p11y6va Xctpa 'tt'taivot and Roueche (1989), no. 40: ... 
Ka!-1£ Ka1-1oucrav a!-lc'tpl)'tot<; £vtau'tot<; I llYctpcv Kpa'tcpnv X£tp' £nopc~a1J,£Vo<;. 

11 Cf. AP 16.42: LIJ,Upvav £yctp£ Kat ilyaycv Et<; <paoc; a.08t<; I £pyot<; eau~J,acriot<; ... 
among other references in Sironen (1994), 35, note 114. Add to these BE 1959, no. 447 
&va~ ... ey£tpc n6A.tv, and Roueche (1989), nos. 39-40. See also Robert (1948), 12, foot
note 1 ( epya £yctp£tV) and 14-15, footnote 5, for idioms referring to restoration of cities. 

12 For a.08t<;, see ibid. 63 = AP 16.43 ( IJ,E'ta A.oiyta nl)~J,a'ta crctcr!-LOU I £crcru~J,evcoc; 
nov£cov a.08t<; n6A.tv £~c'tEA£crcra<;) and 75 (a.O'tt<; ... I naA.tv crcpcrcv anoAAU!-LEVllV), in 
addition to footnote 11 above. 

13 As was suggested by Kenneth Holum at the 21st Annual Byzantine Studies 
Conference in New York, &no x8ov6c;- perhaps nothing else than a poetic equivalent to 
EK 8c!-1£Atrov common in prose inscriptions (e.g. Sironen ( 1994 ), 42-43, no. 26, with 
footnote 142) - could refer to anything constructed from the foundations. 

14 In his letter to me Homer Thompson feels inclined to suppose that the present 
monument commemorates a remarkable amount of reconstruction and new building that 
occurred in the northern part of the Agora, and possibly in other parts of the city, 
following a destructive Vandal incursion perhaps in A.D. 457, basing his opinion largely 
on the evidence adduced by A. Frantz, Agora 24. Late Antiquity A.D. 267-700 (1988), 
78-82. Thompson himself worked closely with Frantz on this problem and was greatly 
impressed by the scale of activity in the Agora at a seemingly improbable time. See also 
footnote 16 below. 

15 See Sironen (1994), 21-22, nos. 4 and 5 (the new Post-Herulian inner enceinte) and 
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What is more crucial in our case, though, is that in A.D. 457/67 the 
Vandals may possibly have caused damage to Athens, as is suggested by a 
destruction layer in the western part of the Agora, above the north-south 
road.16 Later on, a sixth-century reparation of the walls of Athens is known 
from Procopius' panegyric of the Emperor Justinian On Buildings.17 

Excavations in the Pnyx area have confirmed that the outer city wall had 

32-33, no. 16 (probably the ancient Themistoclean outer circuit wall). 

16 A. Frantz ( 1988), 78-79: this layer included a large number of coins, the latest of 
which were of Marcian and Leo I, in addition to which the great majority of the lamps 
found in this layer date from the early fifth to the second half of the fifth century. See A. 
Frantz, "Some Invaders of Athens in Late Antiquity", in A Colloquium in Memory of 
George Carpenter Miles (1904-1975), The American Numismatic Society (1976), 13-14. 
The extent of this understudied ravage of Athens is unknown. J. Koder and F. Hild, 
Hellas und Thessalia, in Tabula Imperii Byzantini, ed. by H. Hunger, vol. I ( 1976), 52, 
with footnote 70 speak for a less thorough destruction in the eastern area of Achaea, 
based partly on Procopius' V and. 1,5,23 (ed. by J. Haury, 1962): 'IAA:uptou~ oilv 
eAlllSe'tO KCXt 'Tll~ 're IleA01tOVV~crou 'Tll~ 're aAAll~ (EA.A.&oo~ 'ta 1tAet<J't(X KCXt ocrcxt cx:u'tn 
vflcrot entKetV'tCXt. T.E. Gregory, "Fortification and Urban Design in Early Byzantine 
Greece", in City, Town and Countryside in the Early Byzantine Era (ed. by R.L. 
Hohlfelder, New York, 1982), 57, footnote 53, surprisingly plays this down. See, 
however, Damascius, Is id. ( ed. by C. Zintzen, 1967), fr. 273: ... nAetcr'trov yap cxutcp 
( = 'ApxtaO~) XPllJ .. HX'tffiV Otll p1tCX<JJ.LEVffiV' e1tet01, ncr8e'CO 8eCXYEVll ett 1tCXtOiov OV'tCX 
AU1tOUJleVOV ent 'tOt~ anoAroA6crt KCXt 1te1top811J.LEVOt~, (b ee&yeVe~, E<pll, 8cxppetV ~011 <Je 
XPn KCXt 'tOt~ 8eot~ OJlOAoyetV (jffi'tllPlOU~ xapt'tCX~ U1tEP 'tWV (jffiJlU'tffiV' U1tEp DE 'tWV 
XPllJla'troV OUK a8UJ.L1l'tEOV ... aAAa 'tOV 1tCXpOV'tCX ay&vcx KCXt IIcxvcxellVCXtrov 1,yetcr8cxt 
Oet Kat ncxvto~ ktepou ACXJ11tp6tep6v 'te Kat eUcre~Ecrtepov, which could refer to 
Vandalic action in Athens. 

17 Aed. 4,2,23-24: Kat 1t0Aet~ OE 'tll~ (EA.A.&oo~ &nacrcx~, CXl1tep evt6~ eicrt 'tWV ev 
8epJl01tUACXt~ 'tetxrov' ev tip ~e~cxicp KCX'te<J't~<JCX'tO elvcxt, 'tOU~ 1tept~6A.ou~ 
avcxvEmcraJ.LEVO~ U1tCXV'tCX~. KCX'tEP11Pl1tE<JCXV yap 1tOAAcp 1tpO'tEpov' ev Kopiv8cp J!EV 
<JEt<JJ.LWV entyeVOJlEVWV e~cxtcrimv' 'A8~V1l<Jt 8£ KCXt ev IIAcx'tcxt&crt KUV 'tOt~ ent 
BotW'tlCX~ xmpiot~ xp6vou JlEV 1-L~Ket 1tE1t0VllKO'te~, e1ttJ!eA1l<JCXJ.LEVOU 8£ CXU'tWV oUOeVO~ 
'tiDV nav'trov av8pronmv (ed. by J. Haury, 1964). Procopius' testimony in Arc. 26,33, 
however, seems to contradict his earlier statement: ... ev 'tE 'tU (EAAabt KCXt oux ~Kt<J't(X 
ev 'A81lvcxt~ CXU'tCXt~ OU'tE 'tt~ ev 011J!Ocrtcp OtKOOOJllCX (aVeVecD81l) OU'CE aAAo aycx8ov 
(oi6v 'tE ~v) yivecr8cxt. (ed. by J. Haury, 1963; the textual difficulties do not affect our 
point). One may wish to solve this seeming contradiction by the slandering tone of the 
Historia Arcana, but maybe this passage refers to another period in Justinian's long reign, 
cf. Frantz (1988 ), 82. In general, the difficulty in differentiating between the building 
techniques of the fourth to sixth century renders the identification of Justinianic building 
activity very problematic. This problem is discussed in A.W. Lawrence, "A Skeletal 
History of Byzantine Fortification", in ABSA 78 (1983), 188, who also notes that even 
though Procopius mentions more than 600 walls or towers in the Balkans as Justinian's 
works, earlier emperors are rarely mentioned in De Aedificiis. 
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been repaired under Valerian and Justinian.18 As far as the building activity 

around the Acropolis area is concerned, four reservoirs and fortifications 

have now been dated to the Justinianic period.19 Towers added to the city 

wall have a similar date. 20 

Could the benefactor of our inscription be an emperor, a high-ranking 

Roman official of the central government, or perhaps a wealthy citizen of 

Athens? 

An emperor, though not totally out of the question, seems 

implausible: more often than not it was the government official who was 

honored for building activity in the stone epigrams from the East known to 

us today.21 

Was the statue set up in honor of a high-ranking Roman official? For 

the period after A.D. 435 we know many more names of praetorian prefects 

of Illyricum than names of proconsuls of Achaea. 22 If my conjectures of the 

18 See H.A. Thompson and R.L. Scranton, "Stoas and City Walls on the Pnyx", in 
Hesperia 12 (1943), 372 and 376; cf. also A.W. Parsons in Hesperia 12 (1943), 250, 
footnote 159. I. Travlos, lH 1tOA£oboj..ttK'l, e~eAt~tc; -r&v 'A811v&v (19932), 144-148 states 
that the outer wall was radically repaired and strengthened by Justinian, but the inner 
enceinte was renewed only as regards its gates. 

19 For the large cistern abutting the east side of the northern wing of the Propylaea, see 
T. Tanoulas, "Ta flpo1tuAata -rflc; a811val:Kflc; 'AKpo1tOAT\c;", in AD 42 (1987) B" 1 Chron 
[1992], 14 and in AD 43 (1988) B" 1 Chron [1993], 21; idem, "The Pre-Mnesiclean 
Cistern on the Athenian Acropolis", in AM 107 (1992) [1993], 130, footnote 5; idem, 
"The Propylaea and the Western Access of the Acropolis", in Acropolis Restoration. The 
CCAM Interventions (ed. by R. Economakis), London 1994, 56-58. 

20 See J. Threpsiades and I. Travlos, "'AvacrKa<pat vo-riroc; -rou '0AUj.l1tt£tou", in AD 17 
(1961-1962) B" 1 Chron [1963], 13, with figure 1; B. Filippake, "'AvacrKa<pat ev-roc; -rile; 
1t£ptj..t£'tptK'ilc; ~rov11c; -r&v 'A811v&v", in AD 21 (1966) B" 1 Chron [1968], 57 (cf. figure 1, 
no. 1 ), figure 2; 0. Alexandre, in AD 23 ( 1968) B' 1 Chron [1969], 53, no. 22 (cf. figure 
1, no. 24), figures 15-16 and p. 67, no. 45 (cf. figure 1, no. 47), figures 26-27 with plate 
34£. See also E. Lyngoure-Tolia, "'AvacrKa<ptK'l, epcuva 1tapa -r'hv flctpal:Ki, 1tUAT\. Nea 
cr-rotX£ta yta -rl,v apxaia oxuproe>T\ -r&v 'A811v&v" in AAA 18 (1985) [1988], 137-142 
with figures 1-4. I owe all of these references to Judith Binder's unpublished manuscript, 
The Topography of Athens. A Sourcebook, Part I, s.v. The Themistoklean City Wall. 

21 An example of the few Justinianic stone epigrams: SEG XXXVIII 530-533, a recently 
studied series of four texts from Byllis (see footnote 6 above), honor Justinian's sub
ordinate Victorinus, evidently assigned to carry out the emperor's building program in the 
Balkans. In two of these practically intact texts, Justinian is also mentioned: 531 'Ioua-rt
vtavou -rou Kpa-ria-rou b£e>1t6-rou and 533 [ 'I]oucr-rtvtavou -ro Kpa-rta-rov ouvoj..ta. 

22 J .R. Martin dale, The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire II ( 1980), 1249-
1250, and id., The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire Ill (1992), 1475, with 
altogether around 50 names as opposed to only one possible proconsul: see s. v. Victor 1 
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ends of lines 2 and 3 (suggested only in the critical apparatus) are accept

able, then John, the praetorian prefect of Illyricum in A.D. 4 79, noted for his 
just administration and support of the arts, would possibly be a more plausi
ble candidate than any other John known to us. If we stress his action in the 
revolt of Theoderic, as evidenced by Martindale, he could also have lived up 
to an adjective like [av ]~pEto<;, comparatively rare in Early Byzantine 
honorary epigrams, restored in line 3. 23 

If we discard John, however, as an unacceptable conjecture, there re

main several local wealthy men in Athens that merit being considered,24 

despite the wording &crtEt trotOE yep'f\pEv instead of e.g. natpiot tfltOE ye
P'f\PEV .25 The wealthy senator, arch on, and patricius Theagenes generously 
assisted both cities and individuals.26 Together with his father-in-law 
Archiadas,27 Theagenes would have been ready to spend his money for 
Athens. Theagenes' son Hegias,28 scholarch of the Neoplatonic School, 

would be another candidate. It is not impossible that our inscription forms 

the base for the latest statue from the Agora, the famous togatus, possibly 

depicting a senator from the middle29 or the last quarter30 of the fifth 

in the latter work (before A.D. 528). Cf. also E. Groag, Die Reichsbeamten van Achaia in 
spatromischer Zeit (1946), 76-77, with footnotes 7 and 1-3. 
23 See Martindale (1980), s.v. Ioannes 29, possibly to be identified with (Fl. Ioannes) 
Thomas 13. 
24 In general, see Groag (1946), 76, with footnotes 2-6. 
25 The wordings in Robert (1948), 134 (o-b'toc; 6 ... KOO"~o[c;] I ov KUf.lEV n 1tU'tpn 
8pE1t'tpa xapts6~t:voc; I cXV't' &cnapxhtc; U1ta'tOV KAEoc; CXO"'t£t 't£U~ac;), Roueche (1989), 
no. 24, line 5 oc; ~£yaA-n xapteV'ta 1t0At 8pe1t't~ pta 'tlVO)V and no. 56 , Acr't[ '\.)] 8t:flc; 
11a<pt1lc; Kat Tiu8£ou ... go to show that also more neutral designations for one's 
hometown were in use. 

26 For references, see Martindale (1980), s.v. Theagenes, and P. Castren, "General As
pects of Life in Post-Herulian Athens", in Post-Herulian Athens (see footnote 2 above), 
13, with footnotes 132-133. Cf. especially Damascius, Isid., fr. 257: ... (EAA~vrov 't£ O'tt 
J.LaAtcr'ta XP~J.la<n Aa~1tpuv6J.Levoc;, otc; eic; 8£ov £xpfl'to 'ta noAAa JtoAerov 't£ £virov 'ta 
1t'tatcr~a'ta £1tavop8ou~evoc; ... and Marinus, Procl. (ed. by R. Masullo, 1985), 29. 
27 See Martindale (1980), s.v. Archiadas 1: Damascius, lsid., fr. 273 and Marinus, Procl., 
14. Cf. Castren (1994), 13, footnotes 134-135. 
28 See Martindale (1980), s.v. Hegias; Damascius, Isid., fr. 351: £vflv yap 'tt 'tcp (Hy{~ 
Kat 'tflc; 8t:ay£vouc; f.l£yaA6<ppovoc; <pucrt:roc; £v 'tatc; t:ut:pyecrtatc;. 

29 Castren (1994), 14, footnote 139 and Frantz (1988), 65, with footnote 53. H.A. 
Thompson and R.E. Wycherley, Agora 14. The Agora of Athens (1972), 213 says that 
"the high honor represented by a life-sized statue in this period is most likely to have 
been in recognition of some substantial benefaction." However, see footnote 4 above for 
the possibility, that our base was originally set up on the Acropolis. 
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century (maybe Theagenes) or even from the sixth century. 31 Yet another 
candidate would be Diogenes, maybe a native of Achaea, a benefactor 
mentioned in a prose inscription for his building works in Megara, possibly 
during the reign of Zeno. 32 The inscriptions of Aphrodisias show that after 
the mid-fifth century private citizens were honored more often for bene
factions in the community than the governor. 33 

In conclusion, the stone under study has been identified as a statue 
base carrying the latest example of epigrams honoring restorers of Athens. 
The inscription has also been dated, within a range of around 100 years. 
Because the text is very fragmentary, it has not proved possible to make sure 
what was restored and by whom. Nevertheless, the inscription now takes its 
place among the documents concerning Post-V andalic Athens, revealing a 
reality beyond the indications of a V andalic raid on Athens, rare in the 
ancient Graeco-Roman literature and seldom studied, and opening up 
avenues of inquiry for both the historian and the archaeologist. 

University of Helsinki 

30 E.B. Harrison, Agora 1. Portrait Sculpture ( 1953), 79-81, no. 64 (inventory number S 
657), plates 41-42, with full bibliographical references to earlier literature. For later 
references, see footnote 29 above. 

31 See B. Kiilerich, "Sculpture in the Round in Early Byzantine Period: Constantinople 
and the East", in Aspects of Late Antiquity and Early Byzantium (Papers Read at a 
Colloquium Held at the Swedish Institute in Istanbul 31 May - 5 June 1992, Swedish 
Research Institute in Istanbul Transactions 4), ed. by L. Ryden and J.O. Rosenqvist, 
Uppsala 1993, 92-93. 

32 Martindale (1980), s.v. Diogenes 5 and 7, Groag (1946), 77-78 and Frantz (1988), 79, 
with footnotes 150-151. 

33 Roueche ( 1989), 86 and 123-124. F .E. Wozniak, "The Justinianic Fortification of 
Interior Illyricum", in City, Town and Countryside in the Early Byzantine Period (see 
footnote 16 above), 200, 202-203 suggests that from the fifth century on fortification 
works and defense were carried out by the local population and the local aristocratic 
landowners. 


